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randalls book left me wanting more. so, i decided to read another book about the revolution itself, starting with the classic, the old man and
the gun, by peter nolan. it has the advantage of being in print; i have only found that, in a few cases, if you google che guevara in cuba, or
the revolution, you get sponsored links to pirated books on the world wide web. i couldnt be bothered to find a local copy. i have to admit

that, like mary, i did not identify with che, who was so damn cold. i did, however, identify with the revolution, the wish to change the unjust
unimaginable world that existed in cuba, the desire to break out of what we knew, the sudden, fresh energy that felt revolutionary. i still have

the guiando al socialismo poster i had framed; it reads «,spend your money to help the people of cuba. that summer, che guevara also
renewed his correspondence with the italian writer marchese calvo and by the end of august he told hilda he would be forced to leave cuba

because there was no longer any reason for him to remain. but there was great difficulty in getting a visa for him to leave the island. it took a
year for a simple visa, and as they were unable to get the visa, he decided to go to europe. he left cuba on october 9, 1959. [47] later, a
hilarious and much-quoted incident took place, where guevara, worried that he was in danger of dying of hunger, went into town to take
some panamanian currency with which to buy food. the villagers, unaccustomed to seeing such extravagance in a revolutionary, began

pointing and laughing at guevara and pressing him for a fee. after the last of guevara's relatives had been paid off and he had been pressed
by the group, the villagers wanted to continue pressing him for money, claiming that guevara was unable to pay them back. guevara finally

managed to escape in the face of the crowd and began his journey to mexico.
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